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Introduction
When any leisure, commercial or military vessel departs to sea all 
the vessel’s systems assume the additional role as a life support 
system for the passengers and crew until the vessel makes its next 
landfall. It is vital that the commander and watchkeepers are aware 
of any anomalous situation as early as possible so that corrective 
action may be taken quickly and the vessel’s passage plan can be 
reviewed in light of changing circumstances.

Systems on board vary from propulsion to resource management to  
safety and hotel systems. Each system has priority considerations that will 
affect any corrective activities; for example, firefighting has a much higher 
urgency than overfull holding tanks, so the sequence data and anomalous 
situations that are presented need to be considered carefully to ensure 
correct management.

Historically, all vessel monitoring and control systems were disparate, 
with separate systems for monitoring engines, tanks, generators, electrical 
systems, bilge safety systems, fire alarms, etc. This resulted in a cluttered 
display of separate instruments at the helm and made it difficult to absorb 
relevant information quickly and easily.

These individual displays were also not aware of each other and could  
not prioritise situations if multiple alarm notifications occurred. Often,  
with a growing failure, there would be multiple lights flashing and 
multiple audible alarms going off simultaneously, which could confuse the 
watchkeeper rather than inform in a prioritised and controlled manner.

Another major disadvantage of these disparate systems was the significant 
complexity and weight of multiple cabling systems that had to interconnect 
the sensors and controls with the displays. This complexity and weight has 
many associated costs; not only the initial installation, but also the ongoing 
maintenance and troubleshooting of system failures. As the data is usually 
needed at other locations, such as wing bridges, engine rooms, crew’s 
quarters, etc., this became difficult to arrange through dissimilar systems  
and caused further increase of costs for additional system cabling to  
various locations.

The desire for remote monitoring and 
control over local networks or via the 

cloud from anywhere in the world is 
changing the requirements of modern 

monitoring and control systems. 

“

”
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A modern system that can meet current and future needs both functionally 
and economically should have the following characteristics: all existing 
monitoring requirements, particularly with regards to safety and 
environmental monitoring systems, are included; correct controlling 
requirements of items to be switched or managed are included; multiple 
display and control locations required are all included; system sensors are 
appropriate to all items to be measured and monitored with due regard to 
suitability and classification requirements; a fully integrated CCTV capability 
that includes full touchscreen pan, tilt and zoom functions and network 
video recording and review; and appropriate and simple network cables at 
minimum bulk and weight that are easy to maintain and troubleshoot in the 
event of damage.

The basic monitoring requirements for a modern system include engines, 
generators, fuel, freshwater, wastewater and oil tanks, and electrical systems, 
and considerations should be made to other systems that can be monitored 
at little extra cost and with significant savings if a fault is detected early 
enough. For example, water makers with filter and membrane pressures and 
flow rates can show a gradual deterioration that can be rectified before it 
becomes a system failure. Other systems worth considering can include air 
conditioning systems with chiller and air handler monitoring that will allow 
the system to operate at its best efficiency and lowest cost.

Additionally, safety systems such as bilge level switch monitoring are 
important to catch a slow leak triggering a bilge pump intermittently before 
the leak becomes more serious, for example. Also with regard to safety, 
magnetic and proximity switches on watertight doors and other hull openings 
need to be secure while the vessel is at sea. Larger vessels typically have  
a dedicated fire warning and suppression system, but the modern 
requirement is to ensure that a fire alarm is also transmitted to the safety 
monitoring display screens, which can show a fully graphical display of 
fire location to allow a quick and accurate response. Having that safety 
information presented at multiple appropriate locations in the vessel ensures 
a safer passage.

In line with the increasing legislation regarding environmental pollution, it 
is also important that any liquid or exhaust discharges from the vessel are 
monitored and logged in case the data are needed in court. Sensors exist that 
can do both and ensure a fully up-to-date monitoring and logging system that 
can be depended upon if questioned. 

A modern 
system
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Modern vessel systems are increasingly being managed from control and 
monitoring system touchscreens, with simultaneous updates on all the 
distributed displays to maximise user efficiency. These typically will include 
navigation and other lighting systems internally, on deck and underwater. 
Generator control systems can include automatic stop and start and load 
sharing to allow for quiet running at anchor at night with correctly defined 
load management planning.

Switching of other vessel systems such as air conditioning, air handling, 
fuel transfer, tank pump outs, water makers, engine room fans, etc. is easily 
managed with a significant reduction in power wiring using distributed 
power control modules. This goes a long way to reduce the bulk, weight  
and cost of power cabling needed on board.

Control of the vessel’s subsystems from appropriate display locations 
within the helm and other display control positions reduces significant 
amounts of space for switch gear and multiple wiring harnesses, which is 
a big advantage. Multiple displays also have the advantage of showing the 
control status at each display location for management purposes.

Apart from the main helm position, modern vessels often have other 
locations where the monitoring and control information is required. 
Typically, displays are installed externally on flying bridges, or wing bridges. 
Within the vessel, displays are normally installed in the engine room, crew’s 
quarters and captain’s cabin.

When selecting system sensors, due regard should be taken to ensure that 
when required, only sensors recommended by classification societies are 
used. For example, bilge level detection sensors are usually required to be 
classified as they materially affect the safety of the vessel. Classed sensors 
can be three to four times the cost of perfectly good general purpose 
sensors, and care needs to be taken to ensure they are not just blindly 
specified to avoid unnecessary additional cost. A good example would 
be tank level sensors that must be rugged and reliable, but not generally 
classed, which can yield significant savings. 
 

Often, the monitoring and control system needs to include a fully capable 
CCTV subsystem to allow video displays of all the important security 
areas, such as the rear deck, side decks, engine room and common areas 
to ensure the safety of everyone on board. This system needs to be able 
to control pan, tilt and zoom functions on cameras, preferably with simple 
touchscreen operation on any display without requiring additional helm 
real estate. 

It is also worth ensuring that the system has the ability to incorporate 
CCTV pictures in appropriate data displays, such as pictures of the engines 
on the same screen as the engine data, and can include infrared cameras for 
night vision, such as FLIR.

Suitable sensors 
and classification 

requirements

CCTV systems

Control 
requirements
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The most significant change in system design has been the increase in  
data networking, allowing multiple circuits to be monitored and controlled 
over simple low-cost and low-bulk networking cable systems. This has 
resulted in a reduction in cost, bulk and weight of cabling on board, with  
a corresponding increase in reliability and ruggedness.

Due consideration has to be given to the design topography in any system so 
that cabling runs are simplified, while potential damage on board is quick and 
easy to locate and repair.

One particular issue to be wary of are systems based on legacy designs 
that incorporate multiple, different cabling runs and types. Some systems 
use multiple parallel CAN networks, RS485 networks, serial data networks 
and Ethernet networks all in a single system, which adds greatly to the 
complication, weight, bulk and system costs during installation and  
ongoing maintenance.

Modern monitoring and control systems should be able to carry out 
specialised tasks in addition to the basic system. Oceanic Systems has two 
great examples of this, where we supplied and commissioned systems for 
offshore wind farm support vessels being manufactured in Portland, England. 
They had an additional requirement to measure diesel fuel being dispensed 
onto the offshore wind towers that need to run generators in the build phase. 
We were able to add fuel flow measuring sensors and fixed totalising displays 
so that effective tax records could be maintained, as duty was payable on the 
amount being dispensed.

Specialised 
requirements

System 
topography 
and cabling 

requirements

 Manor Endurance (Manor Marine)
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Another specialised requirement we met was to provide fire-suppressant 
foam tank level monitoring for the Chicago Fire Brigade, where the foam-
generating tanks were not suitable for conventional tank level sensors.  
We were able to supply a suitable sensor to meet the requirement.

It is also important that monitoring and control systems have the ability to 
apply logic to functions to meet more complex requirements. A good example 
of that was Oceanic Systems’ Poseidon system installed in the latest Spirit 
Yachts P70 motor yacht. This vessel has four fuel tanks and two engines. 
Contractual requirements were that the vessel had a specified range that 
could be met by burning the fuel from the tanks in a specified sequence, so 
the fuel supply and return system was preprogrammed to draw and return 
the fuel from the tanks in a controlled manner to meet that range.

Spirit Yachts P70 (Spirit Yachts)

Chicago Fire Boat (Chicago Fire Department)
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Conclusion

The desire for remote monitoring and control over local networks or via  
the cloud from anywhere in the world is changing the requirements of 
modern monitoring and control systems. These new capabilities also allow 
for remote support and diagnostics of onboard systems from various 
manufacturers, which in time will be the dominant support mechanism in 
light of the current pandemic.

We have seen the big advantage of this remote support when Oceanic 
Systems aided a vessel 3,000 mi. away and enabled the onboard engineer to 
locate a damaged sensor cable within 60 min., eliminating the need to fly in 
a support engineer. The time and cost savings were significant.

The other trend we see is the need to run a full data logging system for 
the monitoring and control system to support the vessel in the event of 
litigation with regard to equipment failure or environmental situations. 
The system needs to store all monitoring and control data in suitably 
sized nonvolatile data storage that can only be read and erased under 
management control. Recent installations have required this capability 
on chartered wind farm support vessels so that engine and other systems’ 
operation can be reviewed to ensure recommended operation.

The choice of a monitoring and control system for today’s vessels needs to 
take into consideration the current and future capability requirements and 
the whole life cost of the system, including initial purchase cost and ongoing 
maintenance and support.

In today’s fast evolving world, increasing legislation and environmental 
requirements are defining what monitoring and control system 
functionality is required at the time of installation. However, the increase in 
the requirements mandated means that the monitoring and control system 
is easily updated and modified to fit those new requirements. In particular, 
the network cabling of a system allows for flexible and economic upgrades 
and additions without compromising system integrity or maintainability.

Rising trends
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